Solutions for Challenging Markets
For over 90 years, ERICH JAEGER has designed and manufactured high-quality connectors and electronic modules for
various industries. Our customers include many well-known car and commercial vehicle manufacturers in addition to
companies from other sectors. Almost 1000 employees work on innovative solutions for our customers. With headquarters
in Germany, three production sites in the Czech Republic, China and Mexico, and sales offices in the USA, France, Poland,
China and Italy, the JAEGER Group aims to provide local representation for our customers.
We are looking for your talent as

Lean Specialist (m/f)
Automotive-Industrie
Your Tasks:

Present, facilitate and lead assigned process improvement projects individually or in a team in JEAGER group
globally (factory in the Czech republic, China and Mexico).

Establish a common methodology for implementing Lean Manufacturing principles in the factory.

Ensure effective use of material, equipment and personnel in producing quality products at minimum cost.

Elimination of Muda, Muri

Coordinate with related departments and factory sites globally and functions to assure appropriate information
flow and understanding of overall process improvement direction.

Continuous increase of productivity and efficiency in production.

Training of relevant staff for Lean principles through all organisation
Your Profile:

Relevant business experience in automotive industrial area.

Proven experience in LEAN, KAIZEN (MOST, REFA, VSM), at least 4 years at automotive (OEM, Tier1)

Knowledge of 3M, 6S (green belt, black belt), statistical methods, SPC, KVP, REFA, 5S, VSM methods

University degree of technical direction (degree in industrial engineering would be advantageous)

Fluent English and local language

Willingness to travel (China and Mexico factory), multicultural experience is an advantage

Strong personality with focus on efficiency and progress, ability of conceptual thinking and to persuade indirect
subordinates for change

Team player, Communicative, Assertive
Our offer:

Flexible working hours.

Notebook and mobile phone, Meal vouchers.

13th salary paid according to company results.

Contribution for pension/life insurance and other company benefits e.g. transport bonus, work and birthday
anniversary, home office, extra holiday.
Did we raise your interest? Please apply: capova@ejr.cz

Erich Jaeger GmbH + Co. KG, Straßheimer Straße 10, 61169 Friedberg, www.erich-jaeger.de
Information about privacy: Your application by e-mail will be transmitted to us in unencrypted form. Only the HR department and
decision-makers are aware of the contents of your documents. We use and process your personal data as part of our online
application procedure. Your personal data will be deleted after completion of the selection process - at the latest after 6 months

